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This Bulletin issue does not include South Sudan due to the unavailability of data as a consequence of
the current political situation.
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I | REGIONAL OVERVIEW
Economic Performance: Available data indicate that real GDP growth in Eastern African countries has been mixed during the
third quarter of 2014, and continues to be driven by diverse factors. In Burundi, real GDP growth remained unchanged at
4.7% as in the previous two quarters, with agriculture and construction as the main drivers. In Comoros, the earlier
projection of real GDP growth of 4% in 2014 has been revised downward to 3.3%, mainly due to irregular electricity supply.
In Djibouti, real GDP growth for 2014 is projected at 6.0% mainly driven by sustained port activities and public and private
investments in infrastructure. In Eritrea, economic growth during Q3 2014 improved and was supported by increased
production in the mining sector. Sustained growth in mining sector production and the development of the Asmara mining
project are expected to drive the increase in real GDP growth from 1.1% in 2013 to 1.9% in 2014. In Ethiopia, the economy
continued to grow higher rates and is expected to grow by 10.3% in the Fiscal Year 2013/14, driven mainly by agricultural and
industrial production, spurred by large-scale public and foreign direct investments. In Kenya, growth figures – based on the
recently rebased GDP – indicate that the country's economy expanded by 5.8% in Q2 2014 compared to 4.4% in Q1 2014,
mainly supported by robust growth in construction, manufacturing, financial and insurance, as well as information and
communication services. In Rwanda, real GDP increased by 6.1% in Q2 2014 compared to the 7.5% and 7.2% recorded in Q1
2014 and Q2 2013 respectively, driven by steady growth in the services and agriculture sectors. In Seychelles, real GDP
declined by 1.3 % in Q2 2014, due to continued sluggish performance of the manufacturing sector in particular beverages,
tobacco and food services as well as the tourism and fishing sectors. In Sudan, real GDP growth remained stable at 2.8% in
Q2 and Q3 2014, supported by the resumption in the payment of transit fees, gold exports and improved productivity in the
agriculture sector. In Tanzania, the economy grew by 6.9% in Q2 2014, compared to 7.4% in Q1 2014, largely driven by the
rebound of the mining sector. In Uganda, real GDP is estimated to have increased by 4.3% in Q2 2014 up from 2.0% in Q1
2014, driven by the construction of two strategic energy projects and expansion in the services sector.
The region’s overall economic outlook for the remainder of 2014 is positive in spite of several downside risks, notably related
to peace and security issues in the Great Lakes region, Somalia and South Sudan. Real GDP growth in the region is projected
to benefit from sustained investments in infrastructure, improvements in agriculture productivity and investment inflows.
Monetary and Fiscal Policy: Monetary and fiscal policy during the third quarter in most cases continued to focus on ensuring
macroeconomic stability, controlling inflation and supporting economic growth. Several countries such as Kenya, Rwanda,
Tanzania and Uganda maintained their key policy rates to ensure low inflation. A tight monetary policy stance was followed
by most countries in the region with the exception of Comoros, where money supply at end-June 2014 increased by 3.4%
compared to June 2013. Headline inflation in the region was generally stable during the period under review, with receding
inflationary pressures recorded in Ethiopia, Kenya, Rwanda, Seychelles, and Uganda due to lower food and fuel prices and
implementation of tight monetary and fiscal policies. Inflation increased in Burundi, Comoros, Sudan, and Tanzania in Q3 due
to various factors including rising housing, food, water and energy costs; while in Eritrea, inflation remained at 6.4% in Q3
largely due to the continued effects of drought on food prices. Furthermore, the recent decline in the international oil price is
expected to reduce inflationary pressures for several countries in the region in the remainder of 2014 and in 2015, given that
petrol products represent the key import item of many Eastern African countries.
Fiscal policy issues in the region were focused on improved tax administration and rationalization of expenditures to maintain
low budget deficits. Revenue collections therefore generally improved - for example by 5% and 20% in Q3 2014 compared to
Q2 and Q1 respectively in Burundi. Debt sustainability also remains a key anchor of fiscal policy in the region with most
Governments in the region sustaining the implementation of prudent debt management policies to ensure debt sustainability.
External Sector: Performance in the external sector was also mixed. In countries such as Burundi, Comoros, Ethiopia, and
Sudan; trade and/or current account deficits widened during the quarter due to various factors including increased imports
of fuel, intermediate and capital goods, investment goods, and food. Export earnings in these countries were negatively
affected by weak performances of the main export items in the region, notably coffee and tea. Trade and/or current account
deficits narrowed or remained stable in some countries such as Rwanda, Seychelles, Tanzania and Uganda due to factors such
as reduced imports and improved export performance, and growth in tourism reciepts.
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Regional Developments: The International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the East African Community (EAC) launched, in August
2014, in Arusha, a collaborative program intended to improve compilation and dissemination of Government Finance
Statistics (GFS) for EAC member countries: Burundi, Kenya, Rwanda, Tanzania, and Uganda. The event provided an
opportunity for EAC region statisticians and economists to identify the required technical assistance from the IMF that would
help strengthen GFS in the region and assist the EAC partner States to meet the fiscal data requirements for the EAC
Monetary Union protocol that was signed by the EAC Heads of State in November 2013.
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II | COUNTRY UPDATES
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BURUNDI
MACROECONOMIC DEVELOPMENTS

Economic Performance
o Real GDP growth remained unchanged in Q2 and Q3 2014 at 4.7%, compared to 4.3% in the same period in 2013. A
rebound in agriculture, primarily coffee production, and construction activity linked to the implementation of major
infrastructure projects including fiber optics, large hydroelectric projects, and transport, has been key growth drivers. Real
GDP growth is projected at 4.7% in 2014. The medium-term economic outlook is mixed, with downside risks arising from
political uncertainties ahead of the 2015 elections and vulnerabilities to external shocks given the narrow export base.
Fiscal Policy and Public Debt
o The revised budget was adopted by Parliament in July 2014 and it emphasizes sustained progress in revenue mobilization
through improved tax administration and rationalization of discretionary exemptions to ensure the success of the
economic program. Revenue collections for Q3 2014 at USD 107.6m were 5% and 20% higher compared to Q2 and Q1
respectively. In addition, progress in the implementation of reforms has allowed development partners such as IMF, ADB
and EU to disburse their budget support for a total of USD 27.5m in Q3 2014. Public spending at USD 117.2m was 8%
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higher than programmed during Q3 2014. The fiscal deficit is estimated at nearly USD 15.7m (0.6% of GDP) at the end of
September 2014.
o Debt sustainability remains a key anchor in medium-term fiscal policy. Burundi continues to be assessed at high risk of
debt distress which underscores the importance of relying on grants and highly concessional loans. The total stock of debt
increased by 0.2% to USD 800.6m between Q2 2014 and Q3 2014. This slight variation is due in part to domestic debt,
especially the issuance of bonds by the central bank.
Monetary Policy and Financial Sector
o The central bank reduced its policy rate from 10.95% in Q2 2014 to 7.60 % in September 2014. This reduction in the
policy rate was due in large part to an abundance of liquidity amounting to a net increase of 4% during the quarter under
review compared to the previous quarter. Moreover, credit to the economy increased to USD 438.1m in September 2014
compared USD 424.3m in June 2014. The Burundian Franc has remained relatively stable since the beginning of 2014,
depreciating by 0.1% between January and September 2014.
o Headline inflation increased to 5.8% in Q3 2014 from 3.8% in Q2 2014 due to rising costs for housing, water and energy.
The price index for housing, water and energy increased to 11.4% year-on-year in August 2014 from 4.9% in the previous
month. Moreover, heavy floods experienced earlier this year damaged major transportation routes. The delays in
completing repair works on these routes are beginning to lead to inflationary pressures. Annual headline inflation is
projected to reduce to 8% in 2014 from 9.8% in 2013.
External Sector
o Imports increased by 1.5% to USD 197.5 m (5.6% of GDP) in Q3 2014 compared to Q1 2013, due to an increase in fuel and
food imports. Similarly, export receipts increased from USD 21.6 m in Q2 to USD 29.6m (0.8% of GDP) in Q3 2014 due to
higher exports of tea and coffee, the main export crops which accounted for over 80% of total exports. However, the
deficit of the trade balance is estimated at nearly 25% of GDP at end-2014.
o International reserves at the end of September 2014 were estimated at 3.6 months of imports, higher than the 3.4 months
at end-June 2014, reflecting the disbursement of budget support from development partners as well as the repatriation of
export proceeds from tea and coffee in Q3 2014. Projections indicate an increase in FDI, especially in ICT, from 5% in 2013
to 6% of GDP in 2014.

OTHER NOTABLE DEVELOPMENTS
Political Developments
o The Security Council discussed the political situation in Burundi in August 2014 ahead of the upcoming 2015 elections.
These elections are expected to impact on the country and sub-region of the Great Lakes. Furthermore, the strategic
advisory group for the Burundian 2015 elections, composed of Burundi bilateral and multilateral partners, held its first
meeting in July 2014 in Bujumbura to discuss issues related to the electoral process. This meeting follows a series of events
that took place between May and September 2015 including the promulgation of the country's new electoral code and the
adoption by the Government and all political parties and actors of a Code of conduct for 2015. The United Nations is
expected to deploy an Electoral Observer Mission (EOM) at the Government’s request to monitor the electoral process
before, during and after the elections.
Donor Relations

o The Executive Board of IMF approved on August 25, 2014 the 5th of the Extended Credit Facility (ECF, approved in January
2012) and the 2014 Article IV Consultation with Burundi. The completion of the 5 th review of ECF will trigger the
disbursement of USD 7.6m, bringing total disbursements under the arrangement to USD 38.1m. Performance under the
ECF was satisfactory.
East Africa Quarterly Bulletin
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COMOROS
MACROECONOMIC DEVELOPMENTS

Economic Performance
o Real GDP growth increased by 3.6% in 2013, mainly driven by agriculture, trade and construction and civil engineering.
The initial 4% real GDP growth projection for 2014 has been revised downward to 3.3% due to the lack of regular
supply of electricity, which has undermined economic activity.
Fiscal Policy and Public Debt
o At the end of September 2014, total revenue and grants amounted to USD 111.76m, against 79.37m at end-June 2014.
The outturn at end-September represented a performance of 93.3% when compared to IMF forecasts for end-
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September. Tax revenues were USD 56.07m compared to 37.42m at end-June. Non-tax revenues were USD 12.5m and
also higher than the USD 9.4m recorded in June 2014. Grants increased from USD 32.3m to USD 43.0m during the
same period. The tax-to-GDP ratio is projected at 12% at end-December 2014 which is lower than the initially projected
15%, in part due to the reduced real GDP growth forecast for 2014.
o Total expenditure and net lending amounted to USD 117.6m at the end-September up from USD 82.2m at end-June
2014 but was only 84% compared to IMF forecasts for the same period. Current expenditure, mainly salaries, increased
to USD 71.8m at end-September from USD 51.4m at end-June, and also 11.5% higher than IMF projection for endSeptember 2014. In contrast, capital expenditures at USD 45.8m were lower than the programmed USD 75.35m,
representing an execution rate of 60.8% at end-September 2014. The fiscal deficit at end-2014 is projected at 0.1% of
GDP including grants and 9.7% excluding grants.
o The debt-to-GDP ratio is projected at 17.2% in 2014 while the ratio of debt to exports of goods and services is
projected at 13.3%, indicating that Comoros is assessed at moderate risk of debt. Including migrant remittances, which
represent 20% of GDP, the ratio of debt to exports of goods and services reduces to less than 25% in 2014. However,
due to funding shortfalls at end-September 2014, the Government accumulated domestic arrears (wages and goods and
services) and external to the public creditors (Saudi Development Fund and Kuwait Fund for Development) and private
partners (COFACE and COTECNA).
Monetary Policy and Financial Sector
o The most recent data (August 2014) indicate that headline inflation at end-August 2014 increased by 0.4% compared to
end-August 2013 and driven mainly by food prices including fish, seafood and meat.
o Money supply at end-June 2014 increased by 3.4% compared to June 2013. Domestic credit increased to USD 169.5m, 13%
and 11.5% higher than the levels recorded in June 2013 and December 2013 respectively. Credit to the private sector
accounted for the bulk of this increase, amounting to USD 149.9m at end-June 2014, up from USD 137.9m and USD 121.7m
in December 2013 and December 2012 respectively.
External Sector
o The trade deficit is expected to decrease to 37.3% of GDP in 2014 from 42.2% in 2013. The current account deficit is also
projected to decrease to 7.6% of GDP in 2014, from 11.3% in 2013. International reserves are estimated at USD 170.7m in
2014, equivalent to 5.4 months of imports compared to USD 168.0m in 2013, mainly due to strong remittance inflows
which are projected to 25% of GDP at end-2014.

OTHER NOTABLE DEVELOPMENTS
Donor Coordination
o Aid coordination efforts during Q3 2014 were focused on the finalization of the study about mobilizing external
resources to finance the priority action plan (PAP) for the Strategy of Accelerated Growth and Sustainable
Development (SCA2D). The PAP prioritizes structural reforms and investments to increase the real GDP growth rate
from 3.3% in 2014 to 6.1% by 2019. Achieving this real GDP growth target would increase the per capita GDP by 3.9%
and also reduce poverty from 44.8% in 2004 to 21% by 2019. Key development partners supporting the PAP include
the European Union and UNDP.
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DJIBOUTI
MACROECONOMIC DEVELOPMENTS

Economic Performance
o The most recent data available are for 2013. Real GDP increased by 5.5% in 2013 and is projected to increase by 6%
and 6.5% in 2014 and 2015, respectively, mainly driven by sustained growth in port activities and infrastructure
investments financed by the government and foreign direct investment. A public investment program has been
implemented since 2012, focusing mainly on transport infrastructure to improve the country’s position as a regional
hub for commercial, logistics and financial services. Transport and related activities form the backbone of the economy.
Emerging sectors, in terms of GDP contribution, including telecommunication, construction and banking sectors are
projected to sustain the current rapid expansion.
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Fiscal Policy and Public Debt
o The budget deficit is projected to decrease to 3.1% of GDP in 2014 almost the same as in 2013. The deficit is expected to
drop to 1.5% in 2015 due to expenditure rationalization and stronger revenue mobilization.
o Total public debt data are yet to be updated following the subscription of two major loans in 2013 which cumulatively
amounted to 60% of GDP. Based on 2012 data, prior to the subscription of these two loans, the public external debt was
already as high as USD 663m, representing 49.2% of GDP, well above the debt sustainability threshold of 30% leading to
Djibouti’s classification as a country with a high risk of debt distress. The last DSA analysis by the IMF in 2013 confirmed
that the debt level was still as high as 48.1% of the GDP and the ratio of debt to export of goods and services were above
144% in 2013 and 2012 well above the threshold of 100%. The DSA analysis called for the government to stop contracting
more debt.
Monetary Policy and Financial Sector
o For 2014, headline inflation is expected to be contained at 2.3% from 2.5% in December 2013. Inflation is highly sensitive
to changes in international prices for the two main imports – food and oil. The government is subsidizing the main food
staples and oil products to contain inflationary pressures. Public farms are also being operated in Ethiopia and Sudan to
produce sunflower, sorghum and wheat to supply the domestic market and control prices.
External Sector
o The current account deficit has continued to deteriorate, reaching 12.17% of GDP in 2013, from 14.1% of GDP in 2012 due
to an increase in imports of investment goods, crude oil and petroleum. The deficit in 2014 is expected to increase to
13.5%, resulting from the projected increase of imported investment goods in line with the observed increase in FDI
inflows to finance the large infrastructure investment programs.

OTHER NOTABLE DEVELOPMENTS
Donor Relations
o Several IMF missions have been conducted following the authorities’ request for a new program to succeed the previous
program that was completed in 2012. A timeline for the design and agreement of the requested program is not yet
available as progress on key reforms including in the area of fiscal policy and public debt is among the important building
blocks for such a program.
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ERITREA
MACROECONOMIC DEVELOPMENTS

Economic Performance2

o Economic growth improved during Q3 2014, supported by increased production in the mining sector and continued
development of the Asmara mining project, which is expected to produce copper, zinc, gold and silver by mid-2015.
Although the increase in economic growth has not resulted in broad based improvements in the living standards of
ordinary Eritreans, it is expected to have a positive impact on the people’s welfare over the medium-term as the ongoing investments in infrastructure, such as roads and power, are completed.
o The mining sector has continued to be the leading driver of economic growth especially since an estimated 60% of
Eritrea’s territory contains minerals. Evidently, investing in Eritrea is increasingly becoming attractive given the
country’s excellent strategic location, corruption free institutions, and sound macroeconomic policy, robust mining
legislation and national cohesion and stability.
2

Quarterly data are not available.
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Fiscal Policy and Public Debt

o The country’s domestic revenue receipts have been boosted significantly following a long-term agreement reached
between the China-based Sichuan Road and Bridge Group and the Government to develop and explore mining areas
with gold and copper. Public revenue has been boosted by new and existing mining projects through increased tax
collection and income from Government’s stake in the mining ventures. The Fiscal deficit is expected to reduce from
an estimated 11.7% of GDP in 2013 to 10.3% of GDP in 2014 and 9.8% of GDP in 2015 on account of the growth in
revenues from the mining projects.
o The public debt stood at 105% of GDP in 2013 with domestic debt estimated at 84.9% of GDP while external debt
was at 20.1%. The Government has continued to pursue its objective of fiscal consolidation, underpinned by its
prudent debt management goal of reducing the debt to GDP ratio to the 40% threshold.
o The mining sector will continue to be a vital driver of Eritrea’s economic growth and source of public revenues.
However, achieving inclusive growth will require the implementation of prudent fiscal policies that allow the
channeling of natural resources rents and revenues to investments in social services, infrastructure, and agriculture.
Monetary Policy and Financial Sector

o The monetary policy stance was geared towards gradual recovery of economic growth while reducing controls on the
foreign exchange market operations to encourage investments and growth of public revenues. Headline inflation
remained at 6.4% during the third quarter of 2014 largely due to the continued effects of drought on food prices,
which has exerted significant pressure on household disposable income and discretion to spend.
o The official exchange rate remained at 15.4 Nakfa per USD despite the liberalization of foreign currency market
operations. Full liberalization of the foreign currency regime, building broad partnership and multiple pathways to
tap different financial sources could unlock the foreign currency shortages and exchange overvaluation. This would
further promote private investment spending needed to boost economic growth and create sustainable employment
in the country.
External Sector
o Exports increased during the quarter under review on the back of growing demand for cement in Qatar and pick-up
in copper production at the Bisha mine, gold production at the Koka mine, and further development of the Asmara
mining project. Export growth will be further boosted by the continuing development of the Asmara project, which
is expected to produce multiple mineral exports including copper, zinc, gold and silver by mid-2015. The Asmara
project operator, Canada-based Sunridge Gold, increased the project's after-tax net present value by 24% in March
2014, to USD 428m. Growth in exports is likely to be offset by a strong expansion in imports, as investments in
mining boosts demand for capital goods. Imports of mining related services are also expected to rise, resulting in a
reduction in the surplus on the services account.

OTHER NOTABLE DEVELOPMENTS
Economic developments
o Economic ties between Eritrea and Sudan have been strengthened by the President of Eritrea’s visit to Sudan in May
2014. The economic ties particularly related to the strengthening of bilateral trade are expected to improve Eritrea’s
economic growth outlook.
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ETHIOPIA
MACROECONOMIC DEVELOPMENTS

Economic Performance
o The economy has continued to grow fast in 2013/14 on the heels of very strong real GDP growth in 2012/13. Based on the
Central Statistical Agency estimates of agricultural and industrial production, spurred by large-scale public and foreign
direct investments, the economy is estimated to have grown by 10.3% in the 2013/14 fiscal year. The government’s estimate
is, nonetheless, more optimistic compared to the IMF’s real economic growth estimate of 8.0-8.5%.
o Following its decision to mobilize capital from the international bond market to finance the infrastructural projects, the
Government selected, Deutsche Bank and J.P. Morgan as joint lead managers for the bond issue . Ethiopia is preparing to
tap into the international bond market by floating a ten-year sovereign bond before the end of 2014. The bond issuance
will augment financing sources for the mega infrastructural projects in addition to re-branding the nation in the
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international capital markets and community. However, the rising external debt accessed by the State-Owned Enterprises
remains a major concern for development partners, while the Ethiopian government has indicated that total public sector
debt levels are sustainable and the government is very mindful of its new borrowings.
Fiscal Policy and Public Debt
o The Government has continued to pursue a cautious fiscal policy to maintain the budget deficit within acceptable levels.
Thus, the general government budget execution in 2013/14 reflects conservative spending. Recurrent spending is estimated
to remain at 7.4% of GDP, while the capital spending-to-GDP ratio is expected to increase by about 0.3 percentage points
to 11.0% of GDP.
o The tax revenue-to-GDP is projected to improve to 12.7% in 2013/14 However, the revenue-to-GDP ratio is projected to fall
from 14.6% in 2012/13 to about 14.1% in 2013/14, mainly on account of a decrease in nontax revenue, as state-owned
enterprises have been allowed to retain earnings for reinvestment instead of paying dividends to the government. The
general government budget deficit, including grants, is estimated to rise to 2.6% of GDP in 2013/14 from 1.9% of GDP in
2013/14. Public and publicly guaranteed (PPG) external debt is estimated to increase to about 23% of GDP in 2013/14 from
20.5% of GDP in 2012/13.
Monetary Policy and Financial Sector
o A tight monetary policy, implemented through limiting direct advances and restricting base money growth has enabled
the Central Bank to achieve its 2013/14 single digit inflation objective. The annual inflation rate remained in single digit
throughout the year registering 8.5% in June 2014, with food prices rising by 6.2%. However, non-food inflation
stubbornly continued to be in double-digits. Base money, the main nominal anchor of monetary policy, increased by 17.5%
in April 2014, driven mainly by claims on government, which increased by 19.6% and to a lower degree by claims on nongovernment, which increased by 11.2%.
o During the quarter under review, 93 new commercial bank branches were opened, raising the total number of bank
branches to 2,108 and the ratio of total bank branch to population to 1:41,088 from 1:42,985 in the preceding quarter. Of
the total bank branches, about 33.8% are located in Addis Ababa and 53.8% are for private banks. Total banking system
capitalization reached ETB 25.6 billion, of which private banks account for 53.9%. The number of operating commercial
banks as at the end of March 2014 was 19 of which 16 are privately owned. The Ethiopian financial system comprises of
mostly commercial banks, insurance companies, and microfinance institutions with banks being the dominant
intermediary.
External Sector
o The trade deficit increased by 28% due to sharp decreases in both the price and volume of Ethiopia’s main export
commodities (coffee and gold), which were in turn caused by subdued external demand conditions. However, export
receipts increased by 6%, during the quarter under review, as the slower growth in coffee and gold exports was more than
off-set by growth in other exports such as oilseeds, pulses, leather products, live animals, and flowers. Imports increased
by 20%, driven by strong import demand for fertilizers, petroleum products, and capital goods.

OTHER NOTABLE DEVELOPMENTS
Institutional Reforms
o The House of Peoples' Representatives endorsed a Bill creating a new infrastructure coordinating body, under the Office of
the Prime Minister. The Bill aims to establish a federal coordinating agency whose mandate will be to regulate an
integrated infrastructure system in accordance with the relevant infrastructure master plans. The new agency is expected
to address the recurrent problems of uncoordinated activities among the various infrastructure agencies.
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KENYA
MACROECONOMIC DEVELOPMENTS

Economic Performance
o Kenya rebased its GDP in September 2014, thereby raising its GDP per capita from USD 930 to USD 1,246 for 2013. The
country therefore moved to lower middle income status. Real GDP growth figures were also adjusted with the 2013 real
GDP growth rate increasing from 4.7% prior to the re-basing to 5.7%. The provisional estimates of the rebased GDP show
that the country's economy expanded by 5.8% during Q2 2014 compared to 4.4% in Q1 2014 and 7.2% recorded during
Q2 of 2013. The growth in Q2 2014 was mainly supported by robust growth in construction which increased by 18.9%,
manufacturing (9.1%), financial & insurance (8.3%), information & communication (6.4%) and trade (6.8%).
Fiscal Policy and Public Debt
o The cumulative overall fiscal balance, on a commitment basis (excluding grants), amounted to a deficit of USD 1.97bn
(4.1% of GDP) at end March 2014, compared with a deficit of USD 2.69bn (6.3% of GDP) in a similar period in FY 2012/13.
The National Government cumulative revenue collection by end March 2014 amounted to USD 7.84bn (16.2% of GDP)
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against a target of USD 8.45bn (17.4% of GDP). The shortfall was in part due to the tax rate reduction following the
introduction of the new VAT Act.
o The total cumulative expenditure and net lending inclusive of transfers to County governments for the period ending
March 2014 amounted to USD 9.81 bn. This was USD 3.27bn lower the target USD 13.08bn and was largely attributed to
lower than programmed disbursements to the County Governments and operations and maintenance at national
Government level, as well as slow disbursement of foreign financed development expenditures.
o The risk of debt distress remains low and the present value of debt to revenue ratio is projected to decrease from 166% in
2013 to 157% in 2018. Public debt peaks in 2015 and subsequently remains on a downward trend in the baseline scenario.
In 2014, overall public debt is projected to rise to 45% of GDP. The sovereign bond issuance and railway loan
disbursements increase public debt to around 46% of GDP in 2015.
Monetary Policy and Financial Sector
o The Central Bank of Kenya (CBK) maintained the central bank rate (CBR) at 8.5% in Q3 2014 to control inflationary
pressures. The Kenya Bank Reference Rate (KBRR), a uniform base rate that is used to inform the commercial bank
lending rates, was also retained at 9.13% and is due to be reviewed in January 2015. Although the KBRR was expected to
contribute to a reduction in lending rates, since its introduction, the lending rates still range between 18% and 30%.
o Annual headline inflation eased to 6.60% in September from 7.39% in June 2014. Food inflation decreased from 10.42% in
August to 8.12% in September 2014 due lower prices for food and non-alcoholic beverages. Core inflation also decreased
from 4.47% in June to 3.65% in September 2014. The Government’s target is to keep inflation at around 5%.
External Sector
o Merchandise trade deficit widened from USD 2.351bn in Q2 2013 to USD 3.307bn in Q2 2014. This was driven by the
import bill which increased by 22.5% between the second quarter of 2014 and the corresponding period of 2013. This was
mainly on account of increased imports of fuel and lubricants in the quarter under review. The value total exports
increased by 13.0% over the same period. Remittance inflows remained resilient in the 12 months to August 2014, with the
cumulative flow having posted an increase of 12.4% to USD 1,383.0m from USD 1,230.9m in the year to August 2013.
o The Kenya Shilling was stable against major global and regional currencies during Q2 and Q3 2014 with exchange rates
against most currencies continuing to vary by less than 5%. This was mainly attributed to short term capital inflows and
remittances, buoyed by the issuance of the Eurobond. The central bank’s foreign exchange reserves at end September 2014
stood at USD 7,248 m equivalent to 4.78 months of import cover, compared to at 4.29 months at end June 2014.

OTHER NOTABLE DEVELOPMENTS
Institutional reforms
o Having called for dialogue on various constitutional issues, which the ruling Jubilee Coalition rejected, the opposition
Coalition for Reforms and Democracy (CORD) started collecting signatures from members of the public so as to ask the
Electoral Commission to conduct a referendum on the same issues. The main issue raised is the percentage of national tax
currently allocated to the county governments, with CORD seeking to increase this share from the 15% provided for in the
constitution to 45%.
Donor Relations
o An IMF Article IV mission was undertaken in June 2014 and the report released at the end of September 2014. The mission
report concludes that macroeconomic stability has been preserved with inflation under control and exchange rate
flexibility maintained.
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RWANDA
MACROECONOMIC DEVELOPMENTS

Economic Performance
o Real GDP increased by 6.1% in Q2 2014 compared to the 7.5% and 7.2% recorded in Q1 2014 and Q2 2013 respectively,
sustaining the 2014 economic recovery following the slowdown experienced in 2013. Real GDP increased by an average of
6.8% during the first half of 2014 and higher than the 6.0% average registered during the same period in 2013. Steady
growth in the services and agriculture sectors was the main driver of real GDP growth during the first half of 2014.
o Key indicators of economic activity such as total turnovers for services and industry, which increased by 15.8% in the first
eight months of 2014 up from 12.8% in the same period in 2013, project a sustained recovery in real GDP growth during
second half of 2014. Real GDP growth is projected to increase from 4.6% in 2013 to 6% in 2014.
Fiscal Policy and Public Debt
o Total tax revenue collections at Rwf 205bn (USD 299.54m) in Q3 2014 were short of the target by Rwf 2.8bn (USD
4.09m) due to shortfalls in excise taxes on consumer goods, VAT and international trade taxes. Direct tax collections in
Q3 2014 at Rwf 81.9bn (USD 119.67m) exceeded the target by Rwf 2bn (USD 2.92m) due to higher receipts from
withholding taxes and mining royalties.
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o Total expenditure and net lending in Q3 2014 amounted to Rwf 387.4bn (USD 566.06m) and also short of the
projected Rwf 396.4bn (USD 579.21m) due to lower than programmed capital spending resulting from delays in
implementing domestically funded energy and road infrastructure projects. As a result of the lower than programmed
spending, the Q3 2014 fiscal deficit (cash basis) at Rwf 47.1bn (USD 68.82m) was less than the projected Rwf 60.8bn
(USD 88.83m).
o The risk of debt stress remains low. According the Government’s August 2014 Debt Sustainability Assessment report, the
present value of external debt to exports ratio increased from 108.7% in 2012 to 144.1% in 2013 and is projected to
decrease to 93.6% in 2014 and below the 200% sustainable threshold. As part of its long term debt issuance program, the
Government issued a 5-year RWF 15bn (USD 21.92m) Treasury bond in August 2014 to support capital market
development and also mobilize infrastructure financing.
Monetary Policy and Financial Sector
o The central bank maintained its monetary policy stance by keeping its policy rate (Key Repo Rate, KRR) unchanged at
6.5% for the remainder of 2014. This is in line with the central bank’s objective ensuring low and stable inflation. Annual
headline inflation decreased steadily from 3.4% in March 2014 to 0.2% in September 2014 and below the 5% medium term
target. Low fuel and food prices are the main drivers of this sustained reduction in annual headline inflation.

o The banking sector, which dominates the financial sector, remains stable and profitable. The capital adequacy ratio at
23.6% at end June 2014 was higher than the 22.6% and 23.1% recorded at end March 2014 and end December 2013
respectively, and also above the 15% regulatory minimum requirement. Profitability improved with the return on equity
ratio growing from 7.4% and 11.9% at end December 2013 and end March 2014 respectively to 12.2% at end June 2014.
External Sector
o The trade deficit decreased by 4.0% to USD 445.8m (5.5% of annual GDP) in Q3 2014 compared to Q2 2014 due to a
reduction in both exports and imports. Imports decreased by 4.2% to USD 601.8m (7.4% of annual GDP) in Q3 2014
compared to the previous quarter following negative growth for intermediary and capital goods imports. Exports
decreased by 4.7% to USD 155.9m (1.9% of annual GDP) in Q3 2014 compared to Q2 2014 due a 54% reduction in
receipts from ‘re-exports’ or products transiting through Rwanda for other countries in the region. The trade deficit is
projected to increase from 15.4% of GDP in 2013 to 17.2% in 2014 with the current account deficit including official
transfers increasing from 7.2% to 10.1% of GDP.
o The Rwandan Franc depreciated by 0.5% against the US dollar between June and September 2014 and by 1.9% between
January and September 2014 compared to 1.8% and 3.5% during the same period in 2013. The relative strengthening of the
local unit against the US dollar is in part due to strong inflows of foreign exchange, including the USD 100m for the
purchase of MTN telecommunication towers, between December 2013 and June 2014.

OTHER NOTABLE DEVELOPMENTS
Donor Relations
o The IMF conducted the 2014 Article IV Consultation and 2 nd review of the Policy Support Instrument (PSI) from
September 22 to October 7 2014. The PSI covering the period 2014-16 was approved on December 2, 2013 to succeed the
initial 3-year PSI that was approved in June 2010. The IMF mission noted that the recent economic performance has been
strong and that the 2014/15 budget objectives including increased revenue mobilization, prioritization of public spending
while containing domestic financing to ensure steady growth in private sector credit are on track. Performance under the
PSI program remains satisfactory. The IMF Executive Board completed the 2nd PSI review and concluded the 2014 Article
IV Consultation with Rwanda on December 8, 2014.
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SEYCHELLES
MACROECONOMIC DEVELOPMENTS

Economic Performance
o Real GDP recorded negative growth of 1.3 % in Q2 2014. The contraction, was slightly worse than the -0.7% of the Q1
2014, was due to continued sluggish performance of the manufacturing sector in particular beverages, tobacco and food
services as well as the tourism and fishing sectors. Delayed completion of rehabilitation works at the main national
brewery, reduced tuna exports and lower tourism numbers from the main European markets of France and Italy are some
of the reasons for the poor growth. While tourist arrivals for the quarter under review increased slightly to 56,566 from
53,381 in Q2 2014, similar to trends in the year 2013, these are at much lower levels than historical figures. GDP growth is
expected to be lower than 5.3% in 2013, with an end year estimate of 2.8%.
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Fiscal Policy and Public Debt
o A mid-year financial outlook was prepared during Q3. Expenditure estimates for the year 2014 were revised down to SCR
5.3bn (USD 441m) from SCR 5.7bn (USD 475m) largely as a result of savings made during the first half of the year,
particularly in goods and services. Despite good performance amongst the main revenue lines, VAT, income and business
taxes, revenue estimates for the year were also reduced from SCR 6.2bn to SCR 6.1bn, mainly due to lower than expected
grants. Grants are expected to be 45% lower than budgeted for in 2014, as a number of the grants expected e.g. from India
and China were delayed. As a result of this fiscal outlook, Government revised the fiscal surplus goal for 2014 upwards
from 3.9% of GDP to 4.2%. Revenues and expenditures were also revised down 1.6% and 3% respectively.
o The public debt to GDP ratio in Q3 at 65% (34% external and 31% domestic) has increased compared to the previous
quarter, which was 62%, as a result of increased domestic debt from new treasury bonds issue and an increase in treasury
bills intake, as the Government supported monetary policy objectives. Also, for external debt the increase was due to the
depreciation of the local currency. A Debt Sustainability Assessment (DSA) carried out by the IMF in July 2014, noted that
while the public debt level remains high by international standards, it has decreased significantly since the 2008 crisis and
remains below the high-risk benchmark of 70%. The medium-term debt outlook is stable, with the target public debt to
GDP ratio of 69% for 2014 likely to be met.
Monetary Policy

o The Central Bank of Seychelles tightened monetary policy to mop-up the excess liquidity during Q3 2014. The sources of
inflation were the strong, double digits growth in credit and the salary increase that were implemented during the 2014
budget. The Central bank raised interest rates offered to Commercial banks on 7-day deposits from 0.35% to 1.5%. The
tightened monetary policy stance in Q3 also led to higher interest rate on Treasury bill rates, 91-day from 1.08% in June to
3.08% in September; 182-days from 1.86% to 4.39%; and 365-days from 2.1% to 5.09%. As a result of the controlled
liquidity and reduced food prices, inflation declined from an average of 2.8% end- Q2 to 2.1% end- Q3.
External Sector
o During the quarter under review both imports and exports increased as more inputs were imported for the
manufacturing sector, while tuna exports increased slightly. While the country continues to be a net importer, improved
export earnings, as a result of increased manufacturing during the third quarter led to a 19% reduction in the current
account balance. The country is expected to have a slighter high country account balance of -22% end 2014 compared to 18% in 2013.
o At the end of Q3 2014, gross international reserves were estimated at USD 467 m (4.1 months import cover) compared to
USD 473m (4.1 months of imports) end June 2014. While reserves are likely to remain within the same range by end year,
this will likely be below 4.5 months of import cover by end 2014, in line with the CBS Strategic plan. The rupee
depreciated by 4% against the US dollar value and 1.6% against the Euro compared to end Q2 2014 values, due to strong
growth in demand for foreign currency in Q3 2014.

OTHER NOTABLE DEVELOPMENTS
Donor Relations
o The IMF conducted the 1st review of the new Extended Fund Facility (EFF) program from 17th – 30th September, 2014. The
new 3 year USD 17.7m EFF was approved in June 2014. According to the IMF assessment notable achievements under the
program thus far include a significant fiscal primary surplus, increase in international reserves which have reduced the
economy’s vulnerability, positive monetary policy resulting in elimination of structural excess liquidity in the economy,
and consistency towards key objective of reducing public debt to below 50% of GDP by 2018. The review noted that
further efforts are needed in structural and legislative reforms, for instance in public financial management and financial
sector development.
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SOMALIA
MACROECONOMIC DEVELOPMENTS
Economic Performance
o The performance of Somalia’s economy remains largely un-documented due to a severe lack of reliable data, a
consequence of the country’s continued fragile situation. Consequently, the Federal Government of Somalia has for the
first time in more than 20 years commenced the collection of basic economic and household data with support from the
IFI’s. Overall the country’s ongoing fragility challenges continue to undermine its economic reconstruction, growth, and
development prospects.. Consequently, Somalia’s GDP per capita is estimated to be a low level of about USD 600.
o In spite of the country’s fragile conditions and lack of government support (due to its weak capacity), the private sector
has continued to perform very well. The sector has grown considerably, driven largely by increased activity in the trade,
commerce, and infrastructure (including telecommunication, remittance, livestock, real estate and airline companies)
industries. Private investors have also expanded into the vital primary industrial sectors, particularly, in the livestock and
fisheries agricultural sub-sectors.
o The country’s first population estimation survey, which was completed in October, 2014 puts Somalia’s population at 12.32
million people. The population survey results will be used for evidence based socio-economic policy making and planning.
Additional efforts to improve the availability of statistics are underway. The AfDB is providing technical assistance for
constructing the country’s debt database while the IMF is supporting a GDP estimation exercise. Preliminary data on the
external debt indicates a current total debt stock, excluding commercial debt, of USD 5.2bn. The Government is
committed to sustaining the progress made on macro-fiscal management and PFM reforms by investing in further
improvements in statistics and establishing an IMF program.
Fiscal Policy and Public Debt
o Total revenues from stable and predictable sources improved in 2013. However, the revenues were less than what was
expected, with grant flows at only 76% of projections. There is urgent need for predictability from on-treasury grants from
donors to avoid unforeseen shortfalls. Total expenditure is expected to increase substantially in 2014, driven largely by an
estimated 81% growth in the public wage bill. However, it is expected that the 2015 budget will be balanced with more
realistic revenue projections and arrears plan as a Budget Strategy Committee will be appointed to provide better guidance
of the budget process.
o Improvements have also been made in financial governance. Based on a framework agreed with the IMF, the 2015 budget
is expected to be informed by more realistic revenue projections. However, the budget primarily covers civil service
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salaries, essential running costs and security. The Financial Governance Committee (FGC) has achieved progress with
areas of focus as Concessions and procurement; PFM; Central banking; and asset Recovery. The Independent Advisory
Panel is not in place. The recent review of the FGC commended it’s very relevant work for the reengagement of Somalia
with the international community and recommended that the FGC be strengthened.
Monetary Policy and Financial Sector
o The government has taken important steps to strengthen governance at the Central Bank as a key pillar for a stable
monetary and payment system, such as appointment of a governor and a Board of Directors. Also, the Bank has issued
provisional licenses to four Commercial Banks and to eight money remittance companies. In addition, some progress has
been made to advance the legal framework for financial governance, including draft audit and procurement bills that have
been submitted to Parliament. Also, the tendering of concessions has highlighted the need for a stronger framework for
procurement and concessions, as concession agreements can increase revenue generation, improve the management of
strategic assets and provide services.
o The Financial Governance Committee (FGC), a hybrid national-international arrangement with advisory and monitoring
role has established a platform for dialogue on sensitive financial governance issues. The FGC has been recently reviewed
and found making substantial contribution but needs strengthening.
o The government is establishing the basic building blocks of budgetary oversight and expenditure control. For example, a
Treasury Single Account is now in place through which reported revenue collections are lodged with the Central Bank. In
addition PFM reforms have enabled greater budget control with SFMIS now capable of producing in-year budget
performance reports, fiscal reports, revenue performance and posting of this information on FGS websites as part of its
commitment to transparency in the use of public funds. The government has also made considerable progress in
strengthening its payroll control using a modern computerized biometric payment system. Furthermore, the government
is also addressing the need for financial controls for operating expenditures.
o Technical dialogue between the government and development partners on broader financial accountability issues are
discussed in the context of the Peace and State-building Goals (PSG) Working Group on Revenue and Services. This is also
a forum where donors provide support to areas such as revenue mobilization, inter-governmental fiscal relations as well as
strengthening wider Somali oversight institutions.

OTHER NOTABLE DEVELOPMENTS
Peace and State Building
o A High-level Partnership Forum took place in Copenhagen from 19 to 20 November 2014 to review progress made in
implementing the Somali Compact. The Forum also identified challenges to the effective implementation of the Somali
Compact and discussed the necessary measures and actions that must be implemented to achieve goals of the Compact
by 2016. The Forum will be based on the 2014 Somalia New Deal Annual Progress Report to be co-authored by the
Federal Government of Somalia and its international partners.
Donor Relations and Coordination
o The AfDB is currently in the process of establishing the Multi-Partner Trust Fund for Somalia, which will be one of three
windows (the others are UN and WB Funds) of the Somalia Development and Reconstruction Facility (SDRF). The AfDB
Multi-Partner Trust Fund (AMPTF) is expected to be operational in 2015 and will target Infrastructure and Rehabilitation
and Development over the medium to longer term. The AfDB is also conducting analytical work (Infrastructure needs
assessments in ICT, Water, Transport and Energy sub-sectors) that will inform the preparation of the initial pipeline of
projects to be funded through the AMPTF.
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SUDAN
MACROECONOMIC DEVELOPMENTS

Economic Performance
o Sudan is slowly recovering from the 2011 secession of South Sudan as evidenced by the increase in real GDP growth from
1.4% in 2012 to 2.8% in 2013. The recovery in real GDP growth was due to the resumption of payments of transit fees, gold
exports, and revitalization of the agricultural sector.

o The outlook for 2014 remains favorable, with the good agricultural season and increase in gold exports sustaining the
growth momentum. Moreover, the stable relations between Sudan and South Sudan and increasing stability in the latter
bodes well for the oil transit fee payments to Sudan in Q3 2014 and this is expected to reduce the downside risks to the
country’s economic prospects.
Fiscal Policy and Public Debt
o The overall federal government budget deficit is projected to decline to 1.9% of GDP in 2014 from 2.5% in 2013.
Nonetheless, the deficit remains a source of concern due to the fiscal imbalances caused by South Sudan’s secession, which
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resulted in the loss of 75% of the country’s oil revenues. The federal government’s cumulative budget deficit for Q3 2014
reached USD 53m, which is significantly lower (by 84%) than the USD 97.7m deficit recorded in Q2 2014.
o Total government revenues collections in Q3 2014 of USD 2,132m were 12% higher than those of Q2 2014. This
improvement is attributed to the increase in oil transit fees received from South Sudan in Q3 2014 compared to Q2 2014
and enhanced tax collection efforts, which resulted in an 8% increase in tax revenue. Total government expenditures
increased by 11% in Q3 2014 compared to Q2 2014. However, the increase in expenditures has been lower relative to
revenue performance, resulting in a lower budget deficit of 0.38% of GDP in Q3 2014 compared to a deficit of 0.4% of
GDP in Q2 2014 and the estimated deficit for 2014 of 1.9% of GDP.
o Sudan’s total debt stock remains very high at USD 49.1 billion (88% of the GDP). This debt overhang represents a
serious downside risk to the country’s growth and development agenda. The huge total debt stock is largely attributed
to the external debt overhang, which accumulated substantially due to the government’s inability to resolve debt.
Monetary Policy and Financial Sector
o To contain inflationary pressures, the government adopted a tight monetary stance during Q3. The central bank is
committed to reducing money supply and eliminating the expanding gap between the official and parallel market
exchange rates as spelt out in the IMF 14th Staff Monitored Program (SMP).
o The official exchange rate registered a slight appreciation of 2.4% during Q3 2014 compared to Q2 2014, largely due to
increased foreign exchange supply which preceded the Holy Muslims festival. However, increased demand for
consumption goods in preparation for the Muslim Holy festival of Eid coupled with increases in imported goods in Q3
2014 contributed to the rise in annual headline inflation from 41.4% in Q2 2014 to 44.1% in Q3 2014.
External Sector
o Both exports and imports increased in Q3 2014 compared to Q2 2014. However, unlike in Q2 2014; imports exceeded
exports, resulting in a huge deficit in the trade balance of about USD 1.0b. Although Sudan’s export sector performed
well in Q2 2014, it significantly dropped by 73% in Q3 2014. This underscores the need for appropriate structural
policy reforms to enhance the country’s competitiveness and open-up new international markets.
o While the current account registered a deficit of 11% of GDP in Q3 compared to 6.8% of GDP in Q2, the capital
account witnessed a surplus of about 15% of the GDP in Q3 compared to 7.4% of GDP in Q2. The current account
deficit was attributed to the huge trade deficit in Q3, and the relatively good performance of the capital account in Q3
in comparison to Q2 was attributed to increase in foreign direct investment, which increased by 40% in Q3.

OTHER NOTABLE DEVELOPMENTS
Political Developments
o The national dialogue initiated by President Bashir at the beginning of the year to open up the political space and
consolidate the democratic process gained more momentum in Q3 2014 following the involvement of the African Union as
facilitator of the process. The quarter under review also witnessed a major disagreement between the Sudan and Iran over
some ideological issues which may threaten the long standing and strategic relationship between the two countries.
Donor Relations
o The Bank continues to host and co-chair most of the technical and coordination committee meetings of the PRSP process
in Q3 2014. The Bank has also continued to assist the Government in its effort to reengage with the international
community by meeting the technical requirements for HIPC debt relief, including the preparation and implementation of
the I-PRSP.
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TANZANIA
MACROECONOMIC DEVELOPMENTS

Economic Performance
o The economy grew by 6.9% in Q2 2014compaered to 7.4% recorded Q1 2014, the highest t first quarter growth rate
achieved over the past three years. Economic growth was largely driven by the rebound of the mining sector, which grow
by 8.7% in Q1 2014 from a contraction of 1.2% in Q1 2013, although it slowed down to 3% in the second quarter. The
performance of other sectors remained strong, pointing to a positive trend towards a projected growth rate of 7.2%
growth for 2014.
Fiscal Policy and Public Debt
o The Parliament approved the 2014/15 budget with planned spending of TZS 19.85tn (USD 12.1bn), compared to TZS 18.2tn
(USD 11.4bn) budgeted for 2013/14. The composition of expenditure remained almost unchanged, with recurrent budget
accounting for 68%, while the share of development budget is 32%. The overall budgeted expenditure is about 31.4%, of
GDP significantly lower than the 2013/14 planned expenditure of 33% of GDP. Domestic revenues are projected to
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increase from about 18.2% of GDP in 2013/14 to 19.1% of GDP in 2014/15. The budget aims to achieve GDP growth of 7.2%
in 2014, and build foundations for a medium-term growth target of 7.7%, while maintaining inflation at single digits.
o The national debt stock increased from USD 16.6bn as at the year ending September 2013 to USD 18.2bn as at the year
ending September 2014. The debt stock, which represents about 42% of GDP, is mainly attributed to new loan
disbursements and the accumulation of interest arrears. Tanzania’s increased national debt stock is sustainable over the
medium term as confirmed by recent Debt Sustainability Analyses (DSA) by the Government and jointly by the IMF and
World Bank Group.
Monetary Policy and Financial Sector
o The Central Bank continued to maintain a tight monetary policy stance in Q3 2014. The growth of money supply
increased to 14.7% in September 2014 from 13.6% recorded in September 2013 and compared to the policy target of
15%. The increase in money supply growth was mainly due to an expansion in credit to the private sector. The annual
growth rate of private sector credit increased to 20.7% in September 2014, compared to 15.3% recorded in the
corresponding period in 2013, and was slightly higher than the policy ceiling of 19.6%. The increase in private credit
was mostly allocated to the transport and communication, building and construction hotels and restaurants and
manufacturing industrial sectors.
o Annual headline inflation remained stable at 6.6% in Q3 2014, slightly above the quarterly average of 6.4% recorded in Q2
2014. Inflationary pressures were triggered mainly by price increases in housing, water, electricity, gas, and other fuels.
The Shilling remained relatively stable in Q3 2014, but depreciated by 7.7% against the US Dollar compared to the
weighted average exchange rate recorded in Q2 2014.
External Sector
o The current account deficit remained stable at 14% of GDP in July 2014, registering the same GDP ratio as in the
previous two quarters of 2014, and Q4 2013. Tourism and travel services (USD 1.99bn) and gold exports (USD 1.68bn)
continued to be the dominant export earners, accounting for more than 41% of total export earnings, while oil
accounted for the largest share of imports at 30%. The overall balance of payments registered a surplus of USD
276.4m at end-July which was 27.2% less than the surplus recorded during the same period in 2013, mainly on account
of the widening current account deficit. Gross official reserves amounted to USD 4.64bn at end July 2014, sufficient to
cover 4.5 months of imports of goods and services.

OTHER NOTABLE DEVELOPMENTS
Political Developments
o The Constituent Assembly (CA) resumed on August after its activities had been deferred for two months to allow
Parliament to pass the 2014/15 budget. The CA deliberated on, among other things, the representation of men and
women in government, reforms as well as the issues related to the Local Government authorities.
Donor Relations
o In July the Executive Board of the International Monetary Fund (IMF), approved a new three-year Policy Support
Instrument (PSI) for Tanzania. The program aims to support the Government’s medium-term objectives, which include
maintenance of macroeconomic stability, preservation of debt sustainability, and the promotion of more equitable growth
and job creation.
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UGANDA
MACROECONOMIC DEVELOPMENTS

Economic Performance
o Real GDP is estimated to have increased by 4.3% in Q2 2014 up from 2.0% in Q1 2014 driven by the construction of
the 600MW Karuma and Isimba hydro-power dams and expansion in the services sector. Other contributors include
improvements in private sector credit growth, investor confidence and agricultural production on account of the
favorable weather conditions. Uganda’s economic outlook remains positive, with real GDP growth projected at 5.9% in
2014 from 5.8% in 2013.
Fiscal Policy and Public Debt
o Fiscal policy continued to focus on stimulating growth. Consequently, Government expenditure in Q3 2014 expanded by
28% to UGX 4,118.92bn (USD 1,533m) from UGX 3,255.9bn (USD 1,212.3m) in Q2 2014 largely attributed to increases in
development expenditure. Net revenue collections declined to UGX 2,101.11bn (USD 801.770m) in Q3 from UGX
2,271.13bn (USD 820.1m) in Q2 2014 due to underperformance of indirect taxes and income from non-tax revenues. The
fiscal deficit increased to UGX 1,840.6bn (USD 685.3m) in Q3 2014 from UGX 770.07bn (USD 286.7m) in Q2 2014.
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o The total debt stock remains sustainable at 34.7% of GDP (USD 7bn) at end June 2014 compared to 29.1% of GDP
(USD 6.4bn) during the same period in 2013, owing mainly to increases in development expenditure. However, the
public debt-to-GDP ratio remains below the 50% benchmark set out in 2013 Debt Framework. Uganda has rebased its
GDP estimates to 2009/10 and the debt indicators including the GDP share of public debt will be updated in 2015.
Monetary Policy and Financial Sector
o

The Central Bank continued to pursue an accommodative monetary policy in Q3 2014 as it maintained its key policy rate,
the Central Bank Rate (CBR) at 11% since June 2014. This policy stance is intended to sustain economic growth momentum
through strengthening aggregate domestic demand.

o

Headline inflation decelerated to an average of 2.71% during Q3, 2014 from an average of 3.13% in Q2 2014. The drop
in inflation is due to the substantial reduction in food crop inflation from 20.1% in Q2 2014 to 4.1% in Q3 2014
attributed to the country’s good food-crop harvest and favorable weather conditions. Underlying or core inflation also
decreased from an average of 3.2% in Q2 2014 to 2.7% in Q3 2014.

o

The Ugandan shilling weakened during Q3 2014, depreciating by 3% to an average of UGX 2,619.5 against the U.S. Dollar
compared to UGX 2,548.68 in Q2 2014, as the higher demand for US dollars from manufacturing, telecom, and energy
companies was not matched by available supply. As a result the stock of foreign exchange reserves contracted from USD
3,392m at end June 2014 (or 4.6 months of imports) to USD 3,126.2m (4.2 months imports) in August 2014.

o Private sector credit growth is estimated to have reached 12.4% by end of Q3 2014 from 7.6% in Q2 2014. This
improvement has largely been driven by the decline in commercial bank lending interest rates from an average of 22.5%
in September 2013 to 21% in September 2014.
External Sector
o Q3 balance of payments data are yet to be fully released. Available data show that exports decreased by 7% from USD
674.61m in Q2 2014 to USD 623m in Q4 2014, driven by a contraction in coffee exports receipts. Similarly, imports
decreased from USD 1,602.1m to USD 1,501.01m. In spite of these reductions, the GDP share of imports remains high at
23.5% compared to 13.6% for exports. The lower GDP share of exports has been driven by the reduction in coffee, tea
and electricity export earnings while strong demand for intermediate and capital goods explains high GDP imports
share.

OTHER NOTABLE DEVELOPMENTS
Population census and national identity card registration
o Uganda held its national population and housing census from 28 August-6th September 2014. The preliminary census
results indicate that Uganda’s population has increased from 24.2 million in 2002 to 34.9 million. The substantive results
will be released by December 2015. All Ugandan citizens aged 16 years and above were registered for National identity
cards (IDs) in an exercise that was concluded in August 2014. The issuance of the IDs is scheduled to commence on 4 th
December, 2014. Once completed, this will scale-up the free movement of Ugandans in other EAC states, enhance revenue
mobilization efforts, and bolster the Security Information System.
Private Sector Activity
o The Parliament of Uganda passed the Public Private Partnership (PPP) Bill, 2012 on 18th July 2014, however the bill has
not been assented to by President Museveni due to concerns around the proposed Parliamentary mandate to approve
all future PPP projects. The bill intends to govern the relationship between government and the engagement of private
parties in PPPs and it provides for roles and responsibilities.
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Eastern Africa’s Manufacturing Sector: Harnessing Technology, Innovation, Productivity, and
Linkages
Introduction: The manufacturing sector generally plays a key role in socioeconomic transformation and development
of an economy. However, currently manufacturing currently in Eastern Africa plays a limited role in the region’s
economic transformation. This reality is therefore a potential source of concern for policy makers in the region and
their development partners. The contribution of manufacturing to GDP and employment in the region is small,
diversification is limited, and the level of technological development is low: much of the activity still consists mainly
of minimal processing of agricultural and mineral resources.
This article draws from and summarizes some of the key emerging messages from a study conducted by the Eastern
Africa Regional Resource Centre (EARC) of the African Development on “Eastern Africa’s Manufacturing Sector:
Promoting Technology, Innovation, Productivity and Linkages.” The full study reports are available on www.afdb.org.
Overall economic performance in Eastern Africa: The economies covered by the study vary widely in basic measures
of economic performance. Five of the seven study countries have per capita incomes in 2013 within the relatively
narrow range of USD 1,330 to USD 1,858 while Burundi and the Seychelles are outliers on the low and high side,
respectively. Other macroeconomic indicators generally suggest fragility and limited scope for aggressive
government fiscal measures: inflation rates tend to be high (with Ethiopia being an outlier on the high side), current
accounts are all in significant deficit, as are fiscal balances with the exception of the Seychelles which has had a string
of surpluses in recent years. Performance in respect of exchange rates has also been highly diverse across the study
countries, with some economies experiencing significant real appreciations, resulting in currency overvaluation and
loss of international competitiveness, and others significant real depreciations. From the perspective of using
regional integration as a springboard to greater global competitiveness of manufacturing, this divergence of
exchange rates poses a problem. Moreover, the divergent trends may well be exacerbated in the future by capital
inflows and subsequent revenue flows related to oil and gas exploitation. This will be a particular issue in terms of
maintaining real exchange rate stability, an important factor in fostering a manufacturing sector.
Status and competitiveness of manufacturing in Eastern Africa: Manufacturing broadly defined accounts for a
relatively small share of GDP in the study countries (ranging from 3.8% to 11%) compared to the levels of
manufacturing typically associated with industrializing countries (which range as high as 30% to 40%).
Manufacturing value-added (MVA) per capita is highly disparate across the study countries: The Seychelles has by
far the highest MVA per capita in the region, but has seen it decline by almost half in the last ten years, from over
USD 1,500 per capita in 2002 to an average of only USD 831 since the global crisis of 2008. Kenya, which ranks
second highest in the region in MVA per capita, registered strong growth in this indicator up to 2008, more than
doubling from USD 39 in 2002 to USD 85, but then experienced a decline with the crisis, from which it has yet to
recover. Several other countries in the region (Rwanda, Tanzania and Uganda) have managed to sustain relatively
strong growth in this indicator since the mid-2000s, from very low levels, while Burundi and Ethiopia have lagged.
The regional weighted average of MVA per capita in the study countries of about USD 36 per capita is substantially
smaller than in Vietnam (USD 301) and very far behind BRICS countries like South Africa (USD 835) or China (USD
1,300).
The manufacturing share of goods exports also varies widely across the study countries, as do the trends (Figure 1).
For the study countries combined, manufactures broadly defined comprise about 50% of total goods exports and
have been on a flat trend.
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Figure 1: Share of Manufacturing, broadly defined, in Study Country Exports, 2012
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Source: Country Reports
Based on available data, the level of productivity (MVA per worker) across the study countries is generally low,
productivity growth is slow, and the scale of plants is also generally small.
In terms of sub-sectors, manufacturing in the study countries is dominated by food and beverages, largely basic
processing of agricultural output. The percentage varies by economy: for the study countries except Seychelles,
cotton-based textiles and clothing, the production of leather (driving off the regional availability of animal hides),
and wood-based products (including furniture, paper and printing) also figure prominently in the regional
production mix. The Seychelles’ manufacturing sector, in contrast, is largely based on tuna. The region also has some
capability in the production of more refined consumer products based on agricultural inputs, including soaps,
perfumes, cosmetics etc.
There is some nascent industrial development of more advanced products for local or regional consumption.
Ethiopia, Kenya and Tanzania have small industries producing more complex products like vehicles, electronics (e.g.,
cell phone assembly) or machinery and equipment. The same is true for industrial products (chemicals, rubber &
plastics, and basic metal products). Based on available statistics, imported components constitute up to 90% of the
value of goods in these latter categories; this highlights the absence of well-developed local basic industries.
The study countries – with the exception of the Seychelles which is a special case – have a revealed comparative
disadvantage3 in manufacturing overall (Figure 2), although most countries have particular subsectors in which they
do have some degree of comparative advantage – for example, Kenya in food and beverages, leather products,
textiles and clothing, and in non-metallic mineral products including cement and ceramics; Rwanda in processed tea;
Tanzania in textiles; and Uganda in cement, clay and ceramics. The Seychelles’ processed fish products give it a
comparative advantage in that sector and in manufacturing overall.

The revealed comparative advantage is an index used in international economics for calculating the relative
advantage or disadvantage of a certain country in a certain class of goods or services as evidenced by trade flows.
The manufacturing sector revealed comparative advantage is calculated as the share of the country’s manufactured
exports in the country’s total exports divided by the share of manufactured world exports in total world exports
(Balassa 1965). A comparative advantage is “revealed” if this ratio is larger than 1. If it is less than 1, the country is
said to have a comparative disadvantage.
3
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Figure 2: Revealed Comparative Advantage in Manufacturing – Eastern African & Comparator States, 2012
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Inhibiting Factors for Manufacturing in Eastern Africa: The reasons for the weak showing on manufacturing are
readily determined: the study countries generally feature binding constraints in the regulatory environment for firms
and in their infrastructure.
As regards the legal and regulatory environment, Rwanda and the Seychelles have forged ahead in terms of creating
favourable conditions for doing business. However, what stands out from a regional perspective is the very low
ranking on (a) trading across borders and (b) the cluster of issues relating to starting and closing a company. Given
the importance of exporting to attain scale economies as well as to create channels for learning and knowledge
spillovers, the poor performance on trading across borders is particularly detrimental to the prospects for achieving
rapid industrialization. Given the importance of production networks for manufacturing, the difficulties of
establishing formal enterprises also represent a key impediment to filling local supply gaps.
Second, with the notable exception of the Seychelles, economic infrastructure in the study countries is weak by
global standards – and even by African standards. Inadequate energy supply is the most significant infrastructural
problem in the region: Eastern Africa has the lowest per capita energy generating capacity on the continent and
stakeholders identify inconsistent supply (which results in power outages and the requirement for expensive
supplementary generation equipment) as a major cost factor. In terms of surface transport, Eastern Africa has
serviceable regional trunk road networks, but the conditions are often poor resulting in high transportation costs
when the combination of speed and distance covered are jointly taken into account. Very limited availability of rail
transport compounds the problems. Finally, logistics probably remains the single biggest inhibitor of
industrialization of any of the infrastructure problems. Eastern African ports generally underperform when
compared to global competitors across a range of indicators. In terms of telecommunications, some Eastern African
countries have among the highest costs and lowest penetration rates for fixed telephone lines, mobile phones and
especially Internet services in Africa. Penetration rates do vary widely across the region; however, even in the
relatively advanced Seychelles, the Internet penetration rate is half the level of the advanced countries.
Major Issues to be addressed: Policy frameworks in the study countries are generally well-aligned to achieving policy
goals in terms of expanding manufacturing. While a number of problems were identified in execution, some positive
developments can also be noted in this respect, e.g. in the area of trade corridor efficiency. Also, the study countries
have a competitive advantage in several manufacturing sub-sectors: Agro-processing and textiles and clothing
represent essential short-term “starter” sectors for industrialization; both are labour-intensive which is important in
terms of providing jobs for an urbanizing population. The leather and wood products sectors have regional sources
of raw material inputs and the inhibiting factors are well-understood and should be treatable. Niche pharmaceuticals
represent a potentially highly important niche. In industrial materials, Africa has the resources but relies heavily on
imported inputs due to lack of domestic capabilities to transform the resources into industrial inputs. Given the
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construction boom in the region, there is considerable scope to scale up industry in this sector. Finally, the rapid
urbanization and the emergence of middle class is making the region increasingly attractive for manufacturing
activity that consists of assembly of advanced products for regional markets. This type of manufacturing activity is in
its early days in the region but both automobile and cell phone assembly based on imported parts has been
established in the region. The scope for building supply chain linkages is thus starting to emerge as well.
To capitalize on this potential, the study countries need to address multiple binding constraints in the legal and
regulatory operating environment that manufacturing firms face, and in the infrastructure and logistics services on
which they depend. This points to the need for a continued push on a horizontal policy agenda. This is admittedly a
difficult and costly programme; accordingly, it will be important to prioritize those horizontal elements that
represent the immediate binding constraints on the development of manufacturing for at least some sectors.
The horizontal policy agenda needs to be complemented by sectoral policies. While these are typically countryspecific, a few generalizations can be made. First, a trouble-shooting approach may help work through the problems
of specific sectors. Second, promoting the emergence of larger firms that have the capacity to enter export markets
is recommended; but government should avoid creating monopolies. Successful government strategies to promote
industrial development include government procurement (government as “launch customer”) and direct
engagement in areas where there are significant public good characteristics; subsidies to corporations generally
should be avoided. Finally, the acquisition of selected manufacturing firms for re-settlement in industrial parks in
Eastern Africa would introduce advanced techniques, machinery and equipment and to some extent supplier and
customer connections.
A significant share of global manufacturing activity can be gained by Eastern Africa with focused and determined
policy interventions. The results would represent a major boost to the region’s development. The study puts forward
a number of recommendations to boost productivity and improve competitiveness in eastern Africa. These include:
Horizontal Policy Recommendations: Drawing on both the evolving understanding of the economics of development
and the specific recommendations flowing from the individual country reports, the study suggests the following
policy recommendations:



Macroeconomic Framework: As a primary pillar of a manufacturing policy, it is recommended that study
countries adopt a policy of maintaining a competitive exchange rate and positive real interest rates to induce the
savings required to finance growth. In addition, given the plans to move towards currency union within the
EAC, the five study countries which are EAC members should consider an early move to align their exchange
rates in line with costs, and to guide the regional exchange rate towards a competitive level for the region as a
whole.



Infrastructure: Sustained investment to develop energy, transportation (over and above the main trade
corridors) and telecommunications facilities in the study countries is required to enable widespread
manufacturing activity to become viable. Regional coordination in transportation and energy infrastructure is
essential.



Business Operating Conditions: Business framework conditions generally lag behind best practices in most
study countries. Domestic reforms should be accelerated. Recognizing the importance of establishing scalable
formal enterprises, reforms that remove barriers for formal start-ups should be prioritized, including protection
of property rights and ensuring level playing fields for formal firms by addressing practices such as
counterfeiting. Furthermore, building on the success demonstrated in side-lining binding constraints in the cut
flower sector, study countries should systematically identify and address the inhibiting factors in other priority
sectors.



Trade Logistics: While the Seychelles has no particular challenges in terms of trade logistics, the mainland study
countries depend heavily on three major ports – Djibouti, Mombasa and Dar es Salaam – and the associated
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three major (road) corridors. Shifting freight from road to rail would substantially reduce costs and sidestep the
problems of roadblocks and border checks given suitable customs arrangements. Regional transit agreements
and modern risk-based customs procedures need to be implemented to eliminate delays and costs in the
logistics chain in intra-regional transit.



Special Economic Zones and Cluster Policies: Removing the roadblocks to development posed by inadequate
infrastructure and poor business operating conditions for the entire region is an enormous task that will take a
decade and perhaps more to achieve. However, oases of suitable conditions can be achieved for industrial parks
established as special economic zones which are appropriately serviced and where streamlined rules are applied
– with allowance for experimentation to discover what actually works in an Eastern African context.



Finance Infrastructure: Investment capital for start-ups or business expansion is very limited and credit
mechanisms based on varied types of collateral need to be developed to address the issues facing particular
sectors. While the study makes recommendations for improving different types of financing, in general it
recommends that the study countries should apply a focused and pragmatic approach to determine and
address the factors in the financial framework that inhibit capital supply for operations and expansion.

In general, the provision of public support for industry should focus on “in kind” support rather than financial
incentives which have generally failed to achieve objectives while creating tax leakage, generating large deadweight
administrative costs of monitoring the use of public funds by private corporations, and creating an environment for
corruption.
Sectoral Policy Recommendations: The individual country reports provide detailed proposals for the individual
sectors in the individual countries; given the inherently specific nature of problems, only a few useful generalizations
can be made:



The example of the rapid development of the cut flower industry in Ethiopia and Kenya serves as a useful role
model for sectoral policies in terms of identifying and eliminating binding constraints along the entire chain of
production. The region might consider establishing a small trouble-shooting office, with a multi-disciplinary
staff, to work through the problems of specific sectors, starting with roadmaps such as are provided in the
present study but which require further elaboration to be applied in the field.



It is important that the study countries foster the emergence of firms capable of operating at significant scale
and exporting. At the same time, state interventions should strike a balance between promoting consolidation of
fragmented industries and promoting competition while trying to avoid monopolies.



In considering interventions to promote specific activities, governments should consider, first, the scope to use
government procurement to provide assured demand to competing private sector suppliers (government as
“launch customer”) and, second, direct engagement through state-owned corporations that enter niches which
the private sector is not serving. There is a considerable history of success of these modes of government
intervention which avoid handing out subsidies to firms while stimulating private sector activity in a
competitive environment.



A novel – and possibly provocative – suggestion is that governments in the region consider a “buy” alternative
to the conventional “build” (in terms of developing home-grown capabilities) or “borrow” (in terms of
encouraging inward FDI) approaches for a country to acquire technology. The acquisition of selected firms
which have gone bankrupt or are sold because of macroeconomic and policy issues (such as labour costs or
currency over-valuation), for re-settlement in industrial parks in Eastern Africa should be considered. This
should be complemented with a mentoring role for the firms’ managerial and senior technical staff and
partnership agreements with local Eastern African firms in the same industry. Such relocation of firms would
introduce advanced techniques, advanced machinery and to some extent supplier and customer connections. At
a minimum, the transplanted firms would provide an opportunity for training and learning.
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About the African Development Bank Group
The African Development Bank Group – which comprises the African Development (ADB), the African Development
Fund (ADF) and the Nigeria Trust Fund (NTF) – aims is to promote the economic development and social progress
of its regional member countries. It contributes to improving the living conditions of the populations, as well as
creating, expanding and rehabilitating productive and social investments. It finances development and structural
adjustment projects and programs, provides advisory services and stimulates investments from other sources of
finance. Although the ADF and NTF are legally and financially distinct from the ADB, they share the same staff, and
their projects are subject to the same standards.
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